Kalibr Production and Russia’s Non-Nuclear Deterrent

Introduction:

As the modern Russian state has evolved since its inception in 1991, so too has its nuclear doctrine. Contemporary research suggests that the Russian military has undergone a series of theoretical and practical reforms since the mid-2000s that have enabled it to be comparatively less reliant on its nuclear forces for deterrence at all stages and scales of conflict than it was during the 1990s. Many scholars, both Western and Russian, credit this policy shift to Russia’s acquisition of conventional precision-strike capabilities that began during the late 2000s. In turn, experts have traced the decision to develop precision-strike capabilities to earlier doctrinal discussions among Russian strategists seeking to mirror existing American capabilities and ensure the credibility of their country’s nuclear deterrent. 1 2

Although such analysis, prevalent in the Western academic community, correctly describes the general contours of the theoretical transformation of Russian nuclear strategy, it does not sufficiently address whether observed doctrinal changes can be operationalized by the Russian military. In the open literature, Russia’s possession or employment of a type of weapon (especially nuclear arms) is often interpreted to mean that it is capable of using it for its intended, doctrinally defined purpose. This is a dangerous assumption; without knowledge regarding states’ specific capabilities, military analysis is at best misleading and of limited utility to policymakers. Notably, such information is largely absent in public analysis examining whether the Russian military has reduced its historical reliance on nuclear arms for escalation

management in favor of precision-guided munitions (PGMs).\textsuperscript{3} While generations of scholars have developed quantitative estimates of Russia’s nuclear forces, far less has been publicly written about its PGMs.\textsuperscript{4} Accordingly, although substantial evidence indicates that Russia possesses the requisite doctrinal framework for the employment of conventional PGMs as a means of achieving strategic deterrence, it has remained unclear whether it has the material capability to do so.\textsuperscript{5}

This paper contributes to the analytic community’s knowledge of Russia’s nuclear doctrine and capabilities by exclusively using publicly available information to assess its industrial capacity to manufacture a modern, versatile family of cruise missiles: Kalibr, known by NATO as the Sizzler (SS-N-27 or SS-N-30A, depending on the variant). This missile, produced by the Yekaterinburg-based contractor \textit{OKB Novator} (Novator), was selected for use as a case study for three reasons. First, it is functionally aligned to the roles envisioned for PGMs by prominent Russian strategists advocating “strategic non-nuclear deterrence”.\textsuperscript{6} Although land and air-launched variants exist, the Kalibr is best known as a sea-launched missile that has been stationed on Russian corvettes, frigates, and submarines. The first two launch platforms allow Russia to hold European targets at risk from deep within its territory, while the latter affords Russia a precision, non-nuclear means of threatening the U.S. homeland. Second, Russian leaders have repeatedly cited the missile’s performance to showcase Russia’s advanced munitions capabilities, suggesting its importance both as a weapon and object of national pride.\textsuperscript{7} Third, information regarding its development history, technical specifications, and production is relatively available compared to similar Russian arms, such as the Kh-10 air-launched cruise missiles.

I begin by introducing generally accepted theories regarding Russian perceptions of escalation management. These foundational concepts are then used to contextualize the argument, made by several prominent experts, that Russia’s growing conventional military capacity has made it increasingly less reliant on its nuclear arsenal as a strategic deterrent across the range of conflict scenarios it expects to confront. The paper then pivots to a case study estimating Russia’s annual output of Kalibr missiles, the findings of which are used to inform a discussion about the potential future directions of Russian nuclear strategy.

Methodologically, although every effort has been made to verify the information presented, it must be noted that data collection challenges have long hampered analysts’ efforts to objectively assess the Russian military’s means and procurement priorities. In general, unlike in the U.S., the public is not privy to the details of Russia’s defense orders, which are conducted using a closed website. Additionally, defense companies are given wide latitude to withhold details in their annual reports, or not publish them at all. Regarding the Kalibr missile family, the Russian government has offered little information concerning each unit’s cost (technically a state secret) or production rate. Contemporary information from the relevant contractors is largely unavailable, and production statistics must be indirectly inferred from historical contract data, financial statements, and officials’ public remarks. Even when these sources exist, however, they are often incomplete and limited to a narrow timespan. Therefore, although specific sources of error are noted in the analysis, there are simply too many “unknown unknowns” for open-source researchers to accurately ascertain the modern state of the Kalibr program, or of Russia’s cruise missile industry more generally. The Kalibr production figures presented in this paper are thus best regarded as threshold estimates: quantities that Russia is known to have been able to produce.

**Background:**

Although they continue to debate the details of Russia’s nuclear strategy, Western
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8. The MOD’s contracting website is available at: [https://www.astgoz.ru/page/index](https://www.astgoz.ru/page/index)
analysts have identified several generalizable concepts regarding conflict, deterrence, and nuclear employment shared by Russia’s strategic community. While a comprehensive analysis of these concepts is outside the scope of this paper, several points are critical to understanding why some scholars have argued that Russia has shifted towards a greater reliance on conventional arms for its deterrence needs.

In the Russian, and former Soviet, military-political tradition, the English term “deterrence” can be translated as either ustrashenie or sderzhivanie. The former word is often interpreted to mean, roughly, deterrence by fear inducement, whereas the latter is more analogous to the English term “containment”. These terms do not exclusively reference military action, but, rather, refer to a wide range of activities intended to shape adversaries’ decision making to guarantee the security of the Russian state. Activities within this spectrum are referred to as “strategic” if their principal aim is to preserve Russian sovereignty and territorial integrity. Kofman et al. portray the Russian concept of “strategic deterrence” as a “framework”:

[It]…provides a unifying model for aligning perceptions of the military-political threat environment with the state's instruments of national power intended to shape that environment positively for Russian interests…Strategic deterrence represents both a state's theory of how to attain security in peacetime, and an inclusive national security concept to coordinate the various means at its disposal to manage escalation. (5)

As part of its mission, the Russian military must also fulfill non-strategic deterrence requirements set by political leaders. The distinction between strategic and nonstrategic deterrence reflects the granular distinctions made by Russian military strategists when discussing the types and phases of conflicts. Russia generally regards conflicts as existing along a time and intensity spectrum; periods of military danger are seen as preceding conflicts, which can range in scale from local to nuclear.

To achieve strategic deterrence, Russia prefers to hold critical adversarial targets at risk, rather than relying on its defensive forces to impose costs over the course of a conflict.

Throughout the Soviet Era and continuing into the modern day, both strategic and tactical nuclear weapons have been theoretically and operationally assigned to this role.\textsuperscript{12, 13} Doing so presented Soviet strategists with a critical challenge, however, that became apparent during the late 1980s and early 1990s: the U.S.S.R.’s reliance on nuclear weapons undermined its nuclear credibility in its relations with the U.S. and limited its ability to fight a conventional war. This issue became exacerbated after the collapse of the Soviet Union as Russia simultaneously became conventionally weaker even as its strategists anticipated a proliferation of low-intensity conflicts.\textsuperscript{14, 15, 16}

Recognizing the challenge posed by the U.S.S.R.’s reliance on nuclear weapons and anticipating the incipient proliferation of precision-guided munitions, late Soviet and early Russian military planners established the doctrinal foundations for their use.\textsuperscript{17} By virtue of their accuracy and ability to threaten critical targets, PGMs were understood to afford their operators two important benefits over nuclear arms. First, their users could more credibly strategically threaten adversaries with PGMs, because their employment would not break the nuclear taboo. Second, the anticipated damage from PGM use could be tailored for a desired psychological effect. Their first significant combat use, by the U.S. in the Gulf War, confirmed their utility as warfighting instruments that could effectively neutralize targets with minimal direct risk to the operator. Accordingly, in his study of Russia’s precision strike capabilities, Dave Johnson found that Russian military strategists began to call for Russia to develop its own PGM capabilities shortly after the collapse of the U.S.S.R.:

Russia’s leaders found their high level of dependence on nuclear weapons during the lean years of the 1990s constraining and dangerous. In their view, nuclear weapons were not credible responses to the security threats and challenges pressing in on Russia in the immediate post-Cold War era. The Russian military assessed the growing U.S. conventional precision strike capabilities as a significant future threat to Russia. Russian
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strategists determined that the most effective response would be the development of an analogous countervailing capability...Consequently, the development and fielding of conventional precision strike capabilities have been high priorities in Russia’s intensive military modernization efforts undertaken since 2008. (38)\textsuperscript{18}

This conceptual acceptance of the value of PGMs by the Russian political and military establishment, he argues, has resulted in the use of both conventional precision and nuclear weapons as instruments of strategic deterrence.\textsuperscript{19,20}

Johnson’s argument regarding the centrality of precision-guided munitions in Russia’s contemporary strategic deterrence concept is shared by other scholars. In her study examining the impact of Russia’s modernization of its conventional forces on its nuclear strategy since the early 2000s, Kristin Ven Bruusgaard argues that “…conventional inferiority can produce increased reliance on nuclear threats, but some states seek to improve conventional capabilities to overcome this dependency. Russia is one such state: its preferred escalation management option is not, by default, nuclear weapons.”\textsuperscript{21} Partly basing her findings on Russian-language military science writings, she echoes Johnson’s framing of the development of Russian PGM strategy:

By the late 1990s, Western conventional military capabilities had evolved far above and beyond Russian capabilities. Western precision strike capabilities were perceived as a growing threat to Russian security, with an ability to define future war. Conventional capabilities could be used in what Russian strategists started calling strategic first strikes, potentially inflicting critical or unacceptable damage on an adversary. This notion that advanced conventional precision weapons could have a destructive potential like nuclear weapons would have severe repercussions for how Russian strategists sought to influence adversary intentions. (12 – 13)\textsuperscript{22}

Reforms were therefore undertaken during the early 2000s to develop and sustain a PGM arsenal, so that “…by the mid-2010s, Russian conventional precision strike capabilities had started to fill a role in the Russian strategic deterrence concept”.\textsuperscript{23} Similarly, in their study

tracing the development of Russian thought concerning escalation management, Kofman et al. argue:

Today, Russian military thinkers believe that strategic conventional capabilities give Russia the flexibility to inflict a specific or tailored amount of damage on various structural elements of an adversary, critically important objects that underpin their military and economic systems, in order to achieve a level of strategic deterrence. As they became available, conventional weapons proved more attractive as a means by which to inflict this type of deterrent damage against an adversary, particularly in conflicts short of large-scale war. (57 – 58) 24

Russian and Western experts generally disavow the notion that Russia’s acquisition of PGMs has made it less reliant on nuclear arms for strategic deterrence purposes than it otherwise would be.25 26 Rather, conventional PGMs are regarded as complementary to strategic nuclear weapons because they expand Russia’s range of options in a conflict, especially (but not exclusively) those at the lower end of the scale and intensity spectrum.27 Johnson, for example, summarizes the interdependence of nuclear and conventional arms in Russia’s deterrence strategy by arguing that “non-nuclear and nuclear deterrence are conceptually linked because strategic nuclear deterrence is viewed as creating the necessary preconditions for non-nuclear deterrence (by conventional precision weapons) to be effective.”28 McDermott and Bukkvoll frame this modern strategy as stemming from Russian strategists’ longstanding fears:

…any realistic assessment of Russia’s continued and future interest in [PGMs] must take account of the historical intellectual context in which it emerged. The country was and is ultimately driven by concern over maintaining strategic deterrence and developing new capabilities to meet modern warfare challenges through a range of potential conflicts.” (10-11) 29
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Accordingly, the analytic community has interpreted Russia’s increased reliance on conventional arms for deterrence purposes as signifying a higher threshold for nuclear use, as both the political costs of nuclear employment and likelihood of subsequent escalation increase alongside the availability of non-nuclear deterrents.\(^{30}\)

Despite the consequences of a purported growing Russian reliance on non-nuclear instruments of strategic deterrence, scholars have expended far more effort in assessing the theoretical ramifications of such a policy shift than ascertaining whether Russia’s procurement priorities reflect doctrinal changes. Although some discrepancies between general military strategy and Russian leaders’ statements have been noted for their practical implications, experts writing about nuclear strategy for public consumption have typically hedged their analysis by citing the deployment of certain types of PGMs as implied evidence of alignment of theory and practice.\(^{31}\)\(^{32}\)\(^{33}\)\(^{34}\) In other instances, key claims are made with no citations.\(^{36}\) Fink, for example, theoretically deduces that “Russia does not have sufficient conventional precision-strike capabilities to credibly threaten the full range of Western counterforce targets”, a conclusion likely reached as an extension of her finding that Russian military analysts “focus on limited strikes to inflict ‘deterrent damage’ on ‘vitally’ important military targets”.\(^{37}\) More precise estimates of Russia’s PGM capacity have occasionally been openly published, although these typically base their conclusions on calculating the number of launch platforms Russia
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possess, rather than industrial output of weapons themselves. While such analysis is helpful in tracing the contours of the development of Russia’s nuclear strategy, it risks conflating Russia’s capabilities and theoretical doctrine. Furthermore, although Russia’s PGM production capacity has undoubtedly been well-studied by intelligence services, this information is publicly unavailable, limiting important debate to a narrow subset of experts and potentially shielding policy choices from informed external scrutiny.

This is not to suggest that deterrence is purely contingent on quantifiable means; generations of researchers have demonstrated the salience of human psychology and other factors. Establishing universally accepted threshold values for the number of PGMs Russia must procure to enable its strategy of non-nuclear strategic deterrence is therefore impossible. However, it is equally true that strategies must be adequately resourced. In the present case, if Russia is unable to produce PGMs in sufficient quantities to meet its defined needs, or is otherwise unable to utilize them for their intended purpose, doctrinal debates over their salience (or lack thereof) in Russian nuclear strategy are moot. Even with a “surplus” of PGMs, Russia may reconsider its approach to attaining strategic deterrence. Reliable and verifiable estimates of Russia’s PGM production capacity are therefore necessary for analysts to ascertain the extent to which Russia can reduce its reliance on nuclear weapons as instruments of deterrence.

The following section attempts to resolve this information gap by utilizing open-source information to develop estimates of Russia’s annual output of the Kalibr family of cruise missiles. From a technical perspective, the Kalibr is well-suited to the non-nuclear deterrence mission envisioned by leading Russian strategists. Estimates of its performance vary by source,
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but all non-export variants of the Kalibr are generally considered to have a range of at least 1,500 KM, enabling Russia to hold at risk a vast amount of NATO member states’ critical civilian and military infrastructure from within its borders. Furthermore, the modularity of the basic missile design has enabled Russia to develop both land-attack and anti-ship variants that can be mounted on both land and sea platforms, including standardized shipping containers and cheap corvettes - design choice aligned with the doctrinal shift towards non-nuclear strategic deterrence that has occurred over the previous decade. The Kalibr’s flexibility allows Russian mission planners to more precisely “assign” damage to correlate to a given psychological effect, while its ability to be concealed (in either submarines or common shipping containers) enhances its utility as a deterrent by bolstering its survivability. 43 Accordingly, while the Kalibr is not the only precision-guided munition Russia has developed in recent years, its design and explicit association by President Putin with the goals of strategic non-nuclear deterrence indicate its utility as a representative case study in understanding Russian PGM production capacity. 44 45 46

**Research Procedure:**

Two related approaches were identified for estimating Russia’s annual Kalibr output. Because of the secrecy surrounding missile production figures and costs, little precise open information is available regarding deliveries of completed units. Russian political, military, and industrial leaders typically decline to cite precise quantities. For example, a 2017 article in the official magazine of the Russian Ministry of Defense (MOD) quoted the Chief of the General Staff General V.V. Gerasimov as stating that the number of “precision cruise missiles” had increased by “more than 30 times” over the 2012 - 2017 period, without referencing a baseline

amount. Nonetheless, Russian leaders with access to comprehensive production information have occasionally cited specific amounts of missiles that have been delivered to the armed forces. However, given the incentives to obfuscate these figures, any official information was verified by additional means. Research efforts were therefore primarily directed towards unearthing information regarding the missile’s subcomponent supply chain. The technological complexity of modern cruise missiles facilitates this type of research, as the human, industrial, and financial resources necessary to make these components provides a high barrier to entry, limiting the relevant information search space and raising the public presence of the companies in the market. This approach has three key drawbacks, however. First, the available data often lack the necessary details to estimate output; in these instances, they must be inferred from secondary sources or using assumptions, introducing error. Second, no public information exists concerning the output of different types of Kalibr missiles; production estimates can therefore only reflect the production of Kalibr-type munitions. Finally, chronological gaps in the data constrain the inferential value of estimates and make them impossible to normalize or project over time.

With limited exceptions, the information presented in the case study consists of compiled primary-source material. All was available, at the time of initial access, to users without needing to register for websites and services.

**Avionics System Analysis:**

According to the prominent weekly military newspaper *Voenno-Promyshlennyi Kur’er* (Military-Industrial Courier), the Kalibr’s seeker head (model “AGRS-14E”) is made by NPP-Radar MMS (NPP Radar), a St. Petersburg firm specializing in radar systems and microelectronics for civilian and defense industries. Although neither the firm’s annual reports, accounting statements, or publicly available contracts provide direct evidence of the amount of

seeker heads of this model sold, a February 2016 business record indicates that it had a relationship with a larger firm specializing in rocket production, *NPO Mashinostroyeniye*, itself part of a larger state-owned conglomerate, the *Tactical Missiles Corporation*.

Although this record for the sale of an “automated data signal processor in one [physical] case” does not directly indicate that NPP Radar sold seeker heads to NPO Mashinostroyeniye, the evidence of a business relationship between the two firms suggests a degree of mutual understanding over acceptable prices for goods.  

Price estimates for a cruise missile seeker head used by NPO Mashinostroyeniye can be derived from a video (since deleted) posted by an official military-affiliated television channel called “Zvezda” (“Star”) on YouTube on approximately December 1. The video, which discusses the Kalibr’s technical specifications and uses, includes a shot taken inside NPO Mashinostroyeniye’s production facilities, in the Moscow suburb of Reutov. In the shot, the host bends down and gestures with his hands to the seeker and avionics compartment of a cruise missile, stating, roughly “my understanding is that this section is worth approximately two apartments.” Although NPO Mashinostroyeniye does not produce the Kalibr, its products, such as the anti-ship P-800 (“Yahont”) missile are sufficiently similar from a technical perspective to the Kalibr to allow for rough comparison. For example, both can be launched from the same container, and the avionics package each uses are designed for the same purpose (guidance over water). Therefore, although it is impossible to verify where the apartments referred to by the
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video’s host in his comment regarding the avionics system’s cost are located, this information can nonetheless be used to calculate its cost in rubles, if it is assumed that he was referring to the apartment prices in Reutov. This is a reasonable assumption in this author’s view, as such information would likely have been provided on-site, prior to filming, by employees within commuting distance of the facility.

Although access to historical housing prices in Reutov is limited, a July 13, 2015 analysis by a Russian real estate brokerage website indicates that the average cost of an apartment on its secondary market at the time was 8,016,264 rubles, placing the cost of the avionics package at 16,032,528 rubles.54 Using the average ruble-to-dollar exchange rate for December, 2015 of 70 Rubles/USD, the cost of a single avionics package for Kalibr-like cruise missiles is determined to be approximately $230,000. For comparison, upgrading the American Tomahawk cruise missile to have similar anti-ship capabilities cost the U.S. approximately $250,000 per unit in 2015 dollars, and required physical modification of the seeker head, in addition to software reprogramming. 55 56

These figures can be used to derive approximate production rates for avionics systems suitable for use in Kalibr missiles. In its 2015 report, NPP Radar stated that its VAT-inclusive revenue, likely derived exclusively from defense-related work, was 6,049,760,000 rubles.57 The same report also reported the revenue derived from contracts with companies in which it had a financial stake. These companies (which are unlikely to be avionics resellers to Novator) and their associated transaction amounts with NPP Radar in 2015 are as follows:

1) R.E. Alekseeva Central Construction Bureau for Hydrofoils: 596,640,670 rubles
2) Petrostroy SPB: 112,686,880 rubles

12/06/2022 2018, https://iz.ru/820554/ilia-kramnik/nekhvatka-kalibrovki-kak-provalivaetsia-modernizatsiya-podlodok?_x_tr_sl=ru&_x_tr_tl=en&_x_tr_hl=en&_x_tr_pto=sc.
3) Morinfosystem-Ayat Concern: 44,136,220 rubles
4) NPO Mars: 20,000,000 rubles

Excluding the sum of these contracts, 773,463,770 rubles, approximately 5.3 billion rubles of NPP Radar’s 2015 revenue remains publicly unassociated with a source. If all this revenue is assumed to be derived from the production of seeker heads, the company would have been capable of producing 329 units per year in 2015.

Aluminum Body Analysis:

Although OKB Novator has its own computerized metalworking machines, purchasing records suggest it has occasionally chosen to outsource production of the Kalibr missile’s body to other companies. In 2016, Novator concluded a series of contracts for aluminum tubes, specifying its desired weight in the purchase order. These tubes were comprised of an alloy, AMg6M, suitable for rocketry and the dimensions specified in the orders closely approximated the dimensions of several varieties of the missile. Furthermore, the end user listed on the contracts is a state-owned defense procurement organization, “Oboronpromkompleks”. For example, contract number 31604106874, renewed on September 19, 2016, specifies that the aluminum supplier “Arkonik SMZ” is to deliver 50.414 metric tons of AMg6M tubes, each measuring 560 x 35 x 8250mm.

58. The annual report indicates that it signed a contract for 5,000,000 rubles, but government data indicate that NPP Radar received at least 20,000,000 rubles in 2015 work from NPO Mars. It could be that NPP Radar’s annual reporting reflects the value of that same contract executed during that year; this is unlikely however, as the period of performance indicated in the contract ended in March 2015. See: https://zakupki.gov.ru/epz/contractfz223/card/supplier-info.html?id=151213
60. Sergey Mokrushin et al., "Research of dynamic properties of alloys of AMg6BM and AMg6M in shock-wave experiment on a gas gun," EPJ Web of Conferences 94 (01/01 2015), https://doi.org/10.1051/epjconf/20159401055.
61. Contract signature dates used in this section are taken from the official Russian registry site zakupki.ru and may not always correspond to the associated documentation.
Although the purchase orders specify the quantities of tubes ordered, the amounts can be verified by mathematically deriving the total length of pipe in each contract from the orders’ dimensions and the alloy’s weight (2,640 KG/M³). The following table uses this approach to calculate the number of tubes ordered in the single largest (by order quantity and cost) publicly available contract (number 31604585629, dated December 28, 2016) concluded by OKB Novator. 62

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tube Dimensions (mm)</th>
<th>Quantity in KG</th>
<th>Number of Tubes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>560x35x8250</td>
<td>88,200</td>
<td>70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>560x35x7750</td>
<td>106,560</td>
<td>90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>194,760</td>
<td>160</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Several indicators can be used to ascertain how quickly OKB Novator intended to utilize the pipes. Per the available purchase documentation, each contract for aluminum alloy procurement is tied to a larger government contract between the MOD and Novator. For contract 31604585629, the master contract is 1617187400922412209010034, signed April 08, 2016.

Although detailed information about the master contract is unavailable, funds allotted to it were spent on materials besides tubes that are uniquely used, as consumables, in the production of cruise missiles (such as forgings made from the same alloy). However, within the same period, contracts for capital goods, such as hydraulic presses, were not associated with a government contract, suggesting that the money for the execution of a state defense order is treated separately from operating funds at Novator’s disposal.63 64 Under this assumption, relevant contracts for raw materials can be treated as reflective of Novator’s Kalibr output.

The timeline of the alloy purchases lends additional insight into Novator’s production patterns and capabilities. Contracts 31604106874 and 31604228233 for tubes were signed with Arkonik in September and October 2016, respectively, and were both associated with a master contract signed in August 2015. The first contract was far larger in terms of quantity than the second (40 tubes compared to 3), but the producer had far less time to fulfill it than the second (70 days compared to 131). Although it is not conclusive evidence of such, this discrepancy suggests that Novator was working at capacity and could not absorb the additional raw material until it had utilized the original. Furthermore, although there is no documented evidence of deliveries of AMg6- type aluminum prior to September 2016, and therefore no way of knowing how much remaining inventory Novator had prior to Fall 2016, the timing of the letters of intent it signed to purchase tubes and related aluminum goods reveal its planning operations.

The earliest available contract, for the delivery of 40 tubes by November 28, 2016, was signed on September 19, 2016, in accordance with a letter of intent dated August 23, 2016, giving a planning period of 97 days, and a production time of 70 days.65 Prior to the fulfillment
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of the September 19 contract, Novator chose to conclude another, on October 20, for the purchase of 3 tubes, with a delivery date of February 28, 2017. A month later, on November 21, it signed a new letter of intent for 160 tubes, and the contract was executed on December 28, 2016. Delivery dates for the line items in the December contract were staggered: Novator was to receive 45 tubes by March 29, 2017, 45 by May 7, 45 by July 1, and 25 by September 8. These dates correspond to a planning and production period of 128 and 91 days, respectively, from the signing of the letter of intent and contract to the first delivery. Subsequent deliveries under the December contract required 39 days (March - May), 55 days (May-July), and 70 days (July-September). This timeline is summarized as follows:

- October 20, 2016: Novator purchases an additional 3 tubes to be delivered by Feb 28, 2017, using the September 19 contract.
- November 21, 2016: Novator signs a letter of intent to deliver 160 tubes with a staggered delivery schedule.
- November 28, 2016: 40 new tubes are in Novator’s possession.
- December 28, 2016: Novator signs a contract for the delivery of 160 tubes of varying dimensions.
  - March 29, 2017: 45 units of 560 x 35 x 8250mm tubes.
  - May 7, 2017: 25 units of 560 x 35 x 8250mm tubes, 20 units of 560 x 35 x 750mm tubes.
  - July 1, 2017: 45 units of 560 x 35 x 7750mm tubes.
  - September 8, 2017: 25 units of 560 x 35 x 7750mm tubes.
- February 28, 2017: Novator receives the final tubes per its September 19, 2016, contract.
If Novator is assumed to fully utilize all existing tubes by the time it receives a subsequent delivery, this information can provide approximate lower and upper boundaries for Novator’s annual Kalibr output. Purchasing patterns indicate that Novator procures around 45 tubes at a time (except for those due in September 2017). Lower production rates can be determined by dividing this figure by the interval between the November 2016 and March 2017 dates, resulting in an output of 135 Kalibrs per year.66 The upper boundary can be established using the same procedure, but using the smaller interval between deliveries in 2017. Between March 29 and July 1 (95 days) Novator received 90 tubes, indicating a manufacturing capacity of 346 units per year. 67

Additional information suggests a narrower range of estimates. As noted above, if Novator expected to be working at capacity by the time it received the 40 tubes from its September purchase when it signed the October 2016 contract for 3 additional tubes, it would be capable of annually producing 157 Kalibrs.68 Alternatively, if Novator is assumed to have utilized 135 tubes between March and September 2017, as suggested by the December 2016 contract, its annual rate would be 300 units per year.69 Finally, besides procuring prefabricated tubes, Novator also signed several contracts for AMg6M forgings, rails, and stampings. While these are unlikely to have been used to create new rocket bodies, the amount of forgings bought on a December 29, 2016 contract indicates that Novator was able to process at least 316 560 x 35 x 8250mm rocket casings worth of aluminum per year.

Two pieces of evidence suggest that the contracts examined here are comprehensive and capture most of Novator’s tube procurement activity for the calendar year beginning September 01, 2016. First, Novator signed a letter of intent to procure 160 tubes on November 21, 2016, prior to receiving a previously ordered batch of 40. This suggests that its purchasing department

\[
\begin{align*}
66. \quad & \frac{45}{122} \times 365 = 134.63 \\
67. \quad & \frac{90}{90} \times 365 = 345.78 \\
68. \quad & \frac{40}{93} \times 365 = 156.98 \\
69. \quad & \frac{134}{164} \times 365 = 298.23
\end{align*}
\]
plans its operations in 3–4-month increments (an average of 110 days). This timespan corresponds roughly with the 122-day period in which Novator had received an order of tubes and was waiting for a new delivery between November 2016 and March 2017. Additionally, these acquisition timelines are aligned with production estimates offered by Oleh Korostelyov, the Soviet-born director of Ukraine’s Luch design bureau that manufactures cruise missiles.

While discussing the differences between his company’s R-360 Neptun missile and analogous Russian systems, he noted that it takes “three months to procure all the requisite materials and components”. Accordingly, while additional related contracts could be hidden from the public domain, the likelihood of that occurring is diminished given the availability of these sets of contracts and their alignment with an expert’s estimate of cruise missile procurement patterns.

**Engine Analysis:**

According to the *Military-Industrial Courier*, all variants of the Kalibr use engines developed and produced by the *Omsk Engine Construction Bureau* (OMKB, in Russian). OMKB specializes in turbine production, and is a subsidiary of *NPO Saturn*, which is in turn owned by the Russian state through its stake in the *United Engine Corporation* (UEC). Unlike other companies involved in the Kalibr’s production, OMKB’s annual reports indicate specific production capacity challenges at a component-level of detail.

Documents published by UEC indicate the model number of the turbojet engine used in...
the production of Kalibrs.  

Additional verification of the engine’s use in the Kalibr family is found in a promotional video for OMKB’s 65th anniversary celebrations.}

75. "37-01Э."
The identification of the model number is critical to tracing the evolution of OMKB’s attempts to manufacture the engine. In its 2012 report (the earliest available), the Company suggests that the development of the engine is still nascent:

The 2013 report indicates the Company initiated research efforts into developing suitable engines for Novator’s purposes and estimates that the cost to serially produce such engines would be 1,197,081.05 rubles/unit in 2011 terms.

A year later, in 2014, OMKB was able to start serially producing the 37-01 engine and began to rely heavily on this revenue stream for its solvency.
The 2015 report indicates that the 37-01 engine continued to be serially produced, and clarifies that the 37-series of engines are designated for use in cruise missiles through the reference to the use of the 37-04 and 37-05 series engines being developed for GMKB Raduga, a defense contractor producing missiles with similar operational requirements and characteristics to the Kalibr:
OMKB’s 2016 report is the first to explicitly link the 37-01 engine to the 3M-14 platform, and notes that the Company has taken preliminary steps to produce a purported extended-range version of the existing missile (the 3M-14M).

The final publicly available annual report, from 2017, states that OMKB will continue to develop 37-series cruise missile engines, but suggests that it is facing severe production challenges due to its financial situation, depleted equipment, and a worker shortage:

The primary issues facing OMKB are as follows: 1) the age and degradation of equipment and a lack of own funds for the modernization and technical upgrades of the production line, intended to grow production capacity owing to the increase in orders, as well as insufficient throughput of the testing station located in a production facility built in 1941, whose technical defects limit the work that can take place, pose a risk to safety, and create a risk collapse. 2) A deficit of qualified specialist personnel. 3) The repayment of obligations owed to creditors… and the interest on borrow funds.77 (14 )
The report also provides insight into specific factors output-limiting factors. In section 7.6, titled “Maximum Allowable Production Capacity”, OMKB writes that its output is limited by the testing stage of production (taking place at Stand 4), and provides a breakdown of its output, using the example of 37-series products. According to the report, each engine takes 20 hours to evaluate and configure, and the testing station has an annual availability of 5,868 hours, accounting for repair and maintenance. Therefore, the throughput for the 37-series engines is 

\[
\frac{5,868}{20} = 293 \text{ units per year.}
\]

The report later confirms that there is only one suitable testing stand for the 37-series engine.

The document also notes that Novator owed 984.9 million rubles for products it had received by the end of 2017, representing 92% of the outstanding debt owed to OMKB by
purchasers. Raduga’s debt was far less, 76.9 million rubles, and is insufficient to explain the substantial increase in accounts payable seen over the 2015 - 2017 period.  

9.4. Дебиторская задолженность (тыс. руб.). Динамика за последние три года

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Задолженность покупателей и заказчиков</td>
<td>196 565,00</td>
<td>834 309,00</td>
<td>1 068 223,00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This spike in debt is indicative of a large purchase from Novator and allows for rough estimates to be made regarding annual purchase quantities. Precise calculations are infeasible, as there is no indication across the reports concerning when or by whom specific amounts of debts to OMKB were generated; all that is known is the outstanding balance owed to OMKB, which could have been incurred over a series of years. However, there is reason to believe that Novator consistently generated a large share of the total outstanding debt issued for a given year; OMKB designates it is one of its two primary customers, and the cumulative yearly growth in accounts receivable from 2015 to 2017 is smaller than Novator’s debt. Assuming, therefore, that Novator was consistently responsible for generating 92% of the total outstanding debt held by OMKB for a given year, and that all Novator’s engine purchases were financed, the following inflation-adjusted production figures can be derived: in 2016, OMKB delivered 328 engines, while in 2017 it delivered 116, for an average of 222 units per year. Further information is unavailable, as earlier annual reports do not break down accounts receivable by the amount owed to OMKB by its customers.

Engine production rates can also be estimated using revenue. OMKB is known to have achieved-serial rate production of its 37-series engines by 2016, including presumably, those used by Novator, given its share of the total debt. Although no evidence regarding an identifiable cause exists, OMKB’s 2016 revenue increased by 56% (1,027,327,000 rubles) compared to its 2015 results, outpacing a 7% national inflation rate. Anecdotal evidence suggests that 2016 was when Russia’s leaders began to procure more Kalibrs, after some had been expended in Syria, as

78. Of the subcontractors to OMKB who owe it funds in repayment for an advance to purchase materials, the three largest debtors were OMashKB (102.2 million rubles), Lepse (76.9 million rubles), and VSIMPO-AVISMA (44 million rubles).
public figures cited production statistics beginning that summer. Anatoly Gulaev, the head of procurement for the MOD, noted in July 2016 that 47 Kalibrs had been delivered in the first half of the year, while vice-minister Yuri Borisov stated that October that an additional mix of 100 Onyx and Kalibr missiles had been received in the third quarter alone. Additionally, the 2015 report notes that full scale production for Novator products was scheduled to take place from 2016-2017, whereas other customers were scheduled to have their products produced later (e.g., 2019 - 2020); 37-series engines were the primary product between 2016-2017.

3. «Развитие производственных мощностей, строительство и техническое переоружение АО “ОМКБ” в 2016-2017 годах с целью обеспечения программы выпуска продукции для АО “ОКБ “Новатор”»;

Therefore, assuming that costs between variants of the 37-series are equal (as suggested by the 2013 report) and that sales of these engines are exclusively responsible for the 2016 revenue increase, OMKB would have produced 573 units, adjusted for inflation.

**Electronics Analysis:**

Studying the procurement documents of an electronics-systems subcontractor to OKB Novator yields additional insights into Kalibr production rates. *NPP Konversia* produces electrical connectors used to create and terminate circuits, including the Kedr and VK/RK - 120 series that it is known to have sold to Novator until at least 2017.

Per Konversia’s website and its procurement contracts with Novator, these connectors are intended to be used in military airborne applications.²²

---

80. "ВМФ РФ получил в первом полугодии 47 ракет "Калибр" и 72 зенитные управляемые ракеты ".
82. "Contract #31604585629."
ВОЗДУШНЫЕ
Соединители Электроразрывные Типа ЭНМ-У7-11, ЭКМ-У7-12, ЭКМ-У7-13 «Бутан М»
Соединители Электроразрывные Типа ЭНМ-У7-18, ЭКМ-У7-19, ЭКМ-У7-20 «Бутан МР»
Соединители Электроразрывные Типа ЭНМ-У7-24, ЭКМ-У7-25, ЭКМ-У7-25 «Бутан ПМ»
Соединители Электроразрывные Типа ЭКМ-П7-2-103 «Береза»
Розетка Проверочная Малогабаритная Типа РПМ-100
Соединители Электроразрывные Типа ВК-120 И РК-120
Соединители Электроразрывные Типа АЭР-250
Соединители Электроразрывные Типа АЭР-1-3 «Аргон»
Соединители Электроразрывные Типа ЭНВ-Б11, ЭНВ-Б12, ЭНВ-Б13 «Контакт»
Соединители Электроразрывные Типа ЭНМ-Б2-1 «Лазурит»
Соединители Электроразрывные Типа ЭНВ-Б19 «Рябина»
Соединители Электроразрывные Типа ЭНВ-У1-3 «Кедр-3»
Соединители Электроразрывные Типа ЭНВ-У1-2 «Кедр-2»
Соединители Электроразрывные Типа ЭНВ-Б6-1 «Кедр-1»

КОСМИЧЕСКИЕ

ГЛУБИННЫЕ

НАЗЕМНЫЕ

ЭЛЕКТРОТЕХНИЧЕСКИЕ И РАДИО
The connectors’ technical specifications indicate that they are designed for an extreme range of operating conditions, including high g-force loads associated with rocketry. Their dissimilar appearance further suggests that they are intended to be used within the same rocket body, although this assertion cannot be validated without access to technical drawings. Versions of Konversia’s annual reports with specific delivery quantities are available through the 2014 calendar year (amounts are shown in the table below):

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Amount</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2011</td>
<td>Kedr-1</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2011</td>
<td>Kedr-2</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2014</td>
<td>Kedr-2</td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Additional details concerning production quantities can be found in two procurement documents from sole-source contracts executed on 09/18/2017 and 10/24/2017. These denote purchasing agreements at a more granular level than Konversia’s annual report, per the following table:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Delivery Date</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Amount</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Nov-17</td>
<td>Kedr-2</td>
<td>330</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jan-18</td>
<td>Kedr-1</td>
<td>120</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dec-18</td>
<td>Kedr-2</td>
<td>210</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dec-18</td>
<td>Kedr-1</td>
<td>90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mar-19</td>
<td>Kedr-2</td>
<td>120</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mar-19</td>
<td>Kedr-1</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The contracts for the Kedr units also include explanatory statements by Novator’s board detailing their reasons for pursuing a sole-source procurement effort. These documents show that on September 18, 2017, Novator expressed concern over its ability to meet government-mandated production deadlines. According to the board, for these to be met, Novator had to
begin receiving Kedr-2 units in January 2018. Of the two available suppliers, Konversia and a competitor, Elekon, only Konversia would be able to make the deadline by delivering the first batch of connectors in November 2017. Conversely, Elekon would have required six months from the receipt of payment to provide units and quoted a price nearly 15% higher than Konversia. It was therefore agreed to award the contract to Konversia to produce 660 Kedr-2 units; delivery would begin in November 2017 - although their utilization would not occur until January 2018 - and end in March 2019. A little over a month later, on October 24, 2017, Novator’s board used similar reasoning to award Konversia another contract to produce 240 Kedr-1 units, also with a final delivery date of March 2019. Both contracts are affiliated with the same master government order (1719187401382412209017222), indicating that both Kedr-1 and Kedr-2 units are intended to be used in the same production cycle. This master order was also used to purchase AMg6M forgings in October 2017, strongly suggesting the connectors’ use in Kalibr production.

These delivery figures lend themselves to three interpretations concerning the ratio of Kedr-1 to Kedr-2 units. Given the March 2019 delivery date of 30 and 120 units, respectively, it may be that each rocket uses them in a 1:4 ratio. However, the data also suggest a procurement plan that accounted for spares. The December 2018 and 2011 data indicated Kedr-1 to Kedr-2 ratios of 1:2.33 and 1:2.5, respectively, while the ratios for January 2018 utilization and the overall 2017 contract are both 1:2.75. In all cases, however, Kedr-1 units appear to be comparatively less utilized. Assuming, therefore, that the Kedr-1 is the more critical component and that each Kalibr uses one Kedr-1, these data can be used to calculate production estimates. If the first Kedr-1 units were utilized on Jan 1, 2018, and Konversia was able to produce similar amounts of connectors in 2019 given the same lead time as in 2017 (one and a half months), then Kalibr production between January 2018 and March 2019 is approximately 210 units, or approximately 181 units per year.

---

83. Konversia and Elekon quoted prices of ₽211,132,046.69 and ₽244,480,117.20, respectively
Kalibr Cost Estimates:

Verifiable official and semi-official information about the unit cost of a Kalibr is almost entirely unavailable. The most authoritative source regarding this figure is MOD spokesman General Igor Konashchenkov, who responded in August 2016 to a July article published that same year in the magazine Independent Military Review claiming that 44 missiles cost approximately USD41 billion in 2015 terms. General Konashchenkov disputed these figures, stating: "This would make the price of one Kalibr missile equal to almost USD1 billion. Even to the average man in the street, who is far-removed from the business of the defense industry, it would be obvious to see the stupidity of this amount. The estimates for the cost of these Kalibr missiles in this article are not only several tens or hundreds of times over-stated, but thousands of times too high."84 This rebuttal suggests that the maximum per-missile price, in 2015 dollars, was no greater than USD1 million. It must be noted, however, that the article to which General Konashchenkov referred to, cites, by roughly converting Tomahawk launch costs to rubles, a total cost of $41.85 million for the launch of the 44 missiles (for a unit cost of approximately $951,000 in 2015 terms.) 85

Lower boundaries for the Kalibr’s cost can be established by comparing its comparable subsystems— in this case, the avionics, to known costs for the Tomahawk missiles. Previous analysis in this paper has, very roughly, suggested an approximately 9% difference in cost between each system’s avionics. If that amount represents an average cost difference between the two weapons, this information, coupled with a 2015 per-unit Tomahawk cost of $1,092,000, suggests that each Kalibr cost approximately $993,720. This estimate is closely aligned with those of other experts, who offer per-unit launch cost figures ranging from $750,000-$900,000, in 2016 dollars, and with the upper limit indicated by General Konashchenkov.86 Therefore, if

Novator’s revenue is assumed to be solely derived from the sale of Kalibrs, its publicly available data indicate that it produced approximately 415 units in 2019. However, this figure does not account for the significant rise in production costs between 2014 and 2019, which, according to Novator’s own data rose 69% over the period, far outpacing a 6.6% average inflation rate.\(^8^7\)

Although some of the rise in Novator’s cost of goods is attributable to an increase in purchases, experts have long noted that the 2014 post-Crimean invasion sanctions affected Russia’s defense industry, leading to costly import-substitution efforts.\(^8^8\)\(^8^9\) While specific figures regarding costs are unavailable, it is likely that the increased cost of critical subcomponents was passed on to the Russian government, resulting in fewer units produced than simple projections suggest.

**Estimate Integration:**

Kalibr production estimates vary based on the method and data used. Under the most unrealistic assumptions, which assume a subcontractor’s revenue to be exclusively derived from a single source, and an unlimited production capacity of all other critical subcomponents, the Russian military could expect an output of between 329 - 573 missiles per year in 2015 and 2016, respectively, indicated by the delivery of guidance systems and engines. The lower range of estimates, based on analysis of aluminum tube procurement, suggests that Kalibr production in late 2015 ranged between 135 - 346 missiles per year. Averaging the derived figures from across five approaches results in an average output of 290 Kalibrs per year since 2015.\(^9^0\)

Despite the wide range of estimates, the derived average annual production capacity is within around 1% of the figure given by the most specific available evidence - that of OMKB’s 2017 annual report stating that 37-series engine throughput was limited to 293 units per year. Accordingly, even with an implausible test stand uptime rate of 95%, Novator would not be able

\(^9^0\) \(\sum_{i=1}^{15} 289.91 = 289.91\)
to obtain more than 350 Kalibr engines per year. Recent modernizations to this equipment, conducted in early 2021, indicate that its electrical components were replaced, and are expected to have an uptime of 83% (20 hours per day), approximating the designated uptime of 80% indicated in the 2017 report. Unless Kalibr engine production has been distributed among other companies, or additional testing facilities have been constructed, recent production rates are likely to be similar to those in 2017.

Annual output estimates of 290-350 missiles are higher than those indicated by Russian officials. On April 12, 2019, for example, Defense minister Sergei Shoigu stated that 48 Kalibrs had been accepted by the Russian military since the beginning of the year, corresponding to an annual rate of 177 units, a decrease from the 240 units that he implied could have been produced.

---

in 2017. Although it is possible that Russian officials deliberately obfuscated Kalibr deliveries, or that the media omitted relevant details (the 2017 statement references only missile deliveries to the Navy, and not the other military branches, for example), the analysis of open-source materials demonstrates that such figures are probably within the reach of Russia’s industrial capacity.

Discussion:

OKB Novator appears to be capable of manufacturing at least 300 Kalibr missiles per year, with an upper limit of approximately 350. Based on known Russian expenditures of precision-guided munitions in the Ukrainian conflict (including, but not limited to Kalibrs), such quantities appear to be insufficient for operational military purposes. Ukrainian forces have continued fighting despite strikes on government facilities and infrastructure, and, as of the time of this writing, appear to be mounting counteroffensives and regaining lost territory. Russian PGM stocks may already be strained; U.S. defense officials reported on March 21, 2022 that “…we do think that they are beginning to face some inventory issues with precision-guided munitions, which is one reason why you're seeing the increasing use of what we would call dumb bombs, and we've also seen them suffer failures of some of their precision-guided munitions, where it -- they're just not -- they're not operating. They're not -- they're -- they're failing. Either they're failing to launch or they're failing to hit the target, or they're failing to explode on contact.

94. @Osinttechnical, "Mykolaiv, a camera captured a Kalibr hitting the regional administration building." (Twitter, 2022).
So we're seeing them have some struggles with respect to precision-guided munitions.”97

Although the Ukraine conflict is not a suitable case for analyzing Russia or the West’s theories of strategic deterrence, the inability of PGMs to determine the outcome of the conflict suggests that Alexander Yermakov and Dmitry Stefanovich were correct in doubting the utility of these weapons as instruments of punishment. Referring to Western expenditures of cruise missiles in several Middle Eastern countries, they write: “If hundreds or even thousands of missiles were not enough to force a third-world country to surrender (not to mention the many thousands of airstrikes that were carried out at the same time), then how many are needed to deliver unacceptable damage to a major military power? Or to a bloc of powers that Russia needs to deter first and foremost. You can doubt the decisiveness of the European members of NATO all you like, but if the desire to build up forces to deter the adversary using non-nuclear means is declared, then an unimaginable number of such weapons would be needed.”98 Presently, Russia’s reliance on cruise missiles in Ukraine, which has increased as it has lost territory it initially seized, suggests that its leaders have resolved the theoretical debate between utilizing PGMs as both deterrent and warfighting tools in favor of the latter.99 100

Although it is impossible to discern at this time whether this operational shift reflects a longer-term doctrinal adjustment, its implications must be analyzed within the context of Russia’s military industrial capacity. This paper has suggested that Russia cannot produce an “unimaginable number” of the weapon arguably best suited to the task of non-nuclear deterrence. Instead, the Kalibr can probably only be produced at a rate of around 300 per year. For context, a 1982 RAND study examining the acquisition process for the cruise missiles that eventually became the Tomahawk and Air-Launched Cruise Missile (ALCM) noted that American military planners anticipated needing a production rate of 10 cruise missile engines per day in 1977.101

98. Yermakov and Stefanovich, "Is Non-Nuclear Deterrence Possible?."
100. Johnson, Russia's Conventional Precision Strike Capabilities, Regional Crises, and Nuclear Thresholds, 46.
Contemporary U.S. Navy budget documents indicate a much lower production rate of 60-120 Tomahawks per year, which are, in part, purchased to keep production facilities open, although the stated annual maximum output of Tomahawks is 450 units per year. The U.S. Navy likely feels comfortable with a smaller actual annual production output compared to the Kalibr program because over 8,000 Tomahawks have been purchased since their first use in the Gulf War, while Russia has had insufficient time to establish a comparable stockpile.

Systemic challenges facing the Russian defense industry likely similarly constrain the production rate of other PGMs and have contributed to their operational failures in Ukraine. Many firms struggle financially, with low profit margins, and cannot adequately invest in production capacity. OMKB, for example, wrote in 2015 that “the difficult financial and economic situation in Russia negatively affected the pace of production capacity modernization programs, reducing them to a minimum…There are currently no sources of funding for capital investments…” A year earlier, a tender issued by Novator for upgrades to its machining facilities noted that over 55% of its equipment used for making Kalibrs was over 20 years old, while only 9.3% was under 5. Others struggle to attract qualified personnel. Some sectoral corporate leaders have also noted the dampening effects of purely bureaucratic issues on output; Novator’s general director, Farid Habibulovich Abrahmanov, stated at a 2018 meeting of the Union of Mechanical Engineers that he had been forced to create a new division to deal with financial and economic challenges.

---

the “18-20” legal issues related to R&D efforts per month brought by various prosecutors’ offices. In a July, 2019 interview, vice-minister Yuri Borisov, who oversees the defense industry, noted that military contractors (including Novator’s parent firm, Almaz-Antey) were often living “hand-to-mouth” because of a high debt load that was eventually restructured. Western sanctions imposed after Russia’s annexation of Crimea further harmed its PGM development efforts by forcing it to domestically rebuild, at high cost, the facilities needed to manufacture previously imported critical subcomponents, including those used in cruise missiles. New sanctions and the withdrawal of Western firms from Russia will exacerbate existing challenges in acquiring, maintaining, and replacing necessary machine tools and microelectronics. Many defense companies, including Novator, rely on newly-inaccessible Western technologies. Siemens, for example, maker of the Sinumerik-line of CNC controllers used by Novator, has halted its business in Russia, as has DMG Mori, which makes machine tools used by OMKB. Field analysis of Russian cruise missiles launched in Ukraine has revealed Russia’s heavy reliance on Western-manufactured subcomponents for its precision munitions, while Russia’s only tank manufacturer, Uralvagonzavod, has ostensibly halted

Strategically, Russia’s comparatively limited stock of Kalibrs exacerbates its fear-inducement challenges by complicating its targeting policies. Recall that Russia’s development of precision-guided munitions was partially motivated by the flexibility such weapons afford in delivering dosed, or “assigned” damage that could psychologically compel an adversary to seek a negotiated settlement before the employment of nuclear weapons. The fewer PGMs Russia possess, the greater its incentive to strike countervalue targets, and critical ones within that set (such as nuclear plants, dams, or substations), at the beginning of a conflict with the missiles allocated for deterrence purposes. Doing so, however, would likely lead to more severe escalation from its adversaries than if it had targeted lower value units, undermining the missiles’ utility as a deterrent. Russia could instead use PGMs to target low value units, but the comparatively limited damage that any single (or even grouped) cruise missile strike can inflict, along with its constrained production capacity, heightens the chance that its adversary will perceive a subsequent conventional strike on an equally valuable target as less credible because it knows that Russia would feel pressured to strike increasingly valuable targets up the escalation ladder to the nuclear threshold as it depletes its munition stocks. This case is a “conventionally”-modified version of the “magazine depth problem”, with the roles of Russia and the United States reversed:

The first debate is between risk manipulation and escalation dominance as the guiding approach to nuclear coercion. In this case, adopting a small number of PGMs to provide limited conventional options against the U.S. in the event it uses PGMs first represents a partial shift away from the former and toward the latter. Because Washington possesses a much larger and more diverse inventory of PGMs, however, major gaps in the escalation ladder still remain. Under these conditions, it is less likely that the U.S. would overreact to an ambiguous Russian reprisal by launching an all-out nuclear assault and more likely that it would persist with limited conventional attacks. In other words, when it comes to changes in Russian force structure, the most significant issue is not a warhead discrimination problem but a magazine depth problem. If so, Russia would soon find

itself in the very position it hoped to avoid: debating whether or not to employ [nuclear] weapons in response to **nonstrategic conventional attacks.**” (3) 121 [changes to the original text are in bold]

Accordingly, in this scenario, Russia’s limited precision strike capabilities enhance the credibility of its nuclear threats issued after the outbreak of conflict because its adversaries know that it has few means for imposing existential costs on its adversary’s civilian population short of using nuclear weapons. Ironically, this empirical finding contravenes the theoretical impetus behind Russia’s development of PGMs by reinforcing the centrality of nuclear arms to its strategic deterrence strategy. Thus, while a relatively limited Kalibr stockpile provides Russia an expanded target set and flexibility in “assigning damage” in the pre-nuclear phase of conflict, the availability of these choices may inadvertently hasten the escalation of a conflict by incentivizing countervalue strikes. 122

In practice, the analysis of Russia’s Kalibr output and use suggests that nuclear weapons will remain “complementary” to precision-guided munitions as means of attaining strategic deterrence for the foreseeable future.123 Its stocks of PGMs are likely insufficient to coerce the U.S. or the other leading military powers in NATO, and will probably doctrinally remain

---


Original text:
The first debate is between risk manipulation and escalation dominance as the guiding approach to nuclear coercion. In this case, adopting a small number of nonstrategic weapons to provide limited nuclear options against Russia in the event it uses nuclear weapons first represents a partial shift away from the former and toward the latter. Because Moscow possesses a much larger and more diverse inventory of nonstrategic nuclear forces, however, major gaps in the escalation ladder still remain. Under these conditions, it is less likely that Russia would overreact to an ambiguous U.S. reprisal by launching an all-out nuclear assault and more likely that it would persist with limited nuclear attacks. In other words, when it comes to changes in U.S. force structure, the most significant issue is not a warhead discrimination problem but a *magazine depth problem*. If so, the United States would soon find itself in the very position it hoped to avoid: debating whether or not to employ strategic nuclear weapons in response to nonstrategic nuclear attacks. (3)


instruments of warfighting, whose utility stems from their use, rather than fear-inducement capabilities. Based on the Russian government’s rhetoric and acquisition patterns (to include the purchase of PGMs), the Russian military has seemingly grown to accept the view that escalatory dynamics between nuclear armed states are manageable.\textsuperscript{124} If true, then its procurement of Kalibrs and other sophisticated PGMs has expanded its set of options in the escalation ladder but created new theoretical and practical gaps in its nuclear strategy.

Appendix:

1. Seeker Head Calculations:

Average Dollar-Ruble exchange rate, December 2015: 70.0163129 USD/RUB

Average cost of an apartment in Reutov’s secondary market, July 13, 2015: ₽8,016,264

Estimated seeker head cost, in Rubles: 8,016,264 * 2 = ₽16,032,528

Seeker head cost, in Dollars = 16,032,528 / 70.016329 = $228,982.89

Sum of contracts not likely to involve avionics-related work:

- ₽596,640,670 + ₽112,686,880 + ₽44,136,220 + ₽20,000,000 = ₽773,463,770

2015 NPP Radar revenue unassociated with a source:

- ₽6,049,760,000 - ₽773,463,770 = ₽5,276,296,230

Estimated annual seeker head production rate:

- ₽5,276,296,230 / ₽16,032,529 = 329.0944

2. Rocket Body Calculations:

The per-meter weight of each tube was calculated using an online resource that uses the pipe’s outer diameter, wall thickness, and density according to the following formula: weight = $\pi$ * density * wall thickness *(diameter - wall thickness). The density of AMg6 and AMg6M alloys is the same, 2,640 KG/M$^3$.

The weight of a single tube of the dimensions given in each order was derived by multiplying its per-meter weight by its length. The number of tubes in each order was found by

\textsuperscript{124} Montgomery, "Posturing for great power competition: Identifying coercion problems in U.S. nuclear policy."
deriving the weight of the order, in kilograms, by total weight of a single tube.

**Example:**

A line item in contract number 31604585629 denotes the purchase of 56,700 KGs of 560 x 35 x 8250mm AMg6M tubes.

The weight of each meter of tube is $\pi \times 2 \times .035 \times (.560 - .035) = 152.398659626$ KG. Accordingly, each 8.25m tube weighs 1,257.2889419145 KG.

The total number of tubes ordered in the line item is $\frac{56,700}{1,257.2889419145} (KG) = 49.0970$ tubes.

**Forging Weight Conversion:**

Because the contract does not specify the dimensions of the forgings or their intended use, the most common tube dimension, 560 x 35 x 8250mm is used as a standard measure of a rocket body’s mass, 1,257.29175 KG.

The December 29 contract indicates that a total of 133,840 KGs of forgings, equivalent to 106 rocket bodies, were to be delivered by April 30, 2017. These figures indicated a daily aluminum processing rate of .8654 casing-equivalent units, or 316 per year.

**3. Engine Calculations:**

*Estimating Engine Output by Debt:*

The unit cost of a 37-series engine in 2011 terms is 1,197,081.05 rubles. Adjusted solely for inflation, each engine cost 1,790,544.31 rubles in 2016 and 1,856,497.22 rubles in 2017. 125

OMKB’s accounts receivable grew by ₽637,744,000 and ₽233,914,000 in 2016 and 2017, respectively. If Novator was consistently responsible for 92% of each year’s increase, it would have purchased at least $\frac{637744000 \times 0.92}{1.79054431 \times 10^6} = 327.6793$ units in 2016 and $\frac{233914000 \times 0.92}{1.85649722 \times 10^6} = 115.9176$ units in 2017.

---

125. "Russian Inflation, 2011 - 2016."
Estimating Engine Output by Revenue:

2015 Revenue: ₽1,831,397,000
2016 Revenue: ₽2,858,724,000

2015 - 2016 revenue difference and percent change: ₽1,027,327,000 (56.0953%)  

2016 engine output: \[ \frac{1027327000 \times 0.92}{1.79054431 \times 10^6} = 573.7512 \]

1027327000/(1.79054431×10^6) = 573.7512 units

4. Electrical Connector Calculations:

For the connectors identified in the contracts, the earliest possible utilization date for the Kedr-1 units is January 1, 2018, while the latest known date is Feb 28, 2019 (a day before the final batch of 30 units was to be delivered). This is a 423-day difference, during which time 210 Kedr-1 units are believed to have been utilized. If each Kalibr requires a single Kedr-1 connector, Novator’s annual output is 210/423×365 = 181.2056 missiles per year.

5. Financial Analysis Calculations:

Average USD/ RUB exchange rate in 2015: 61.2252  

Estimated 2015 Kalibr cost in rubles: 1,092,000 × 61.2252 = 66,857,918.4 rubles  

Estimated 2019 Kalibr cost, solely adjusted for inflation: 79,750,732.05 rubles  

Novator 2019 Revenue: 33,124,600,000 rubles.  

Estimated 2019 Kalibr output: \[ \frac{33,124,600,000}{79,750,732.05} = 415.3516 \] units per year

---

128. "Отчетность организации АО "ОКБ "Новатор"."
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